Introduction
A major difference between radiating and non-radiating fields is that the level of a nonradiating fields decreases with the third power of the radius (volume), while the level of a radiating field decreases with the first power. The analysis presented here provides evidence as to how and why this occurs. The conclusions are somewhat surprising. It has been accepted as fact that waves cannot move faster than the speed of light. However, it is only the propagation of signals in the radial direction that is limited to the speed of light. Tangential waves travel much faster. Electromagnetic waves are not seen to "break away", but to vary with the high tangential velocity of the field, producing a compression of the wave and a corresponding time delay with distance.
Analysis
The radiation equations for a dipole antenna can be found in various reference texts, including an early text by R. Mesny [ I ] , and in more recent reference texts [2] : The absolute value of the E-field level of equation (5) The field equations for the E-field and the H-field are coincident in the far field, differing only by a scale factor.
The rlc term in the exponent produces a phase shift that increases with distance. When the phase angle, p, is equal to d 2 , the vectors of equation (7) cross the vertical axis. 3. The "principle of Huyghens" [5] asserts that sharp signals are transmitted as sharp signals, propagating in rays through space. For a ray whose angle is fixed, Solving equation (9) for r and differentiating, (9) dr -= c dt for any given ray.
4.
It has been argued that the propagation of waves through space occur by virtue of the electric field creating an electromagnetic wave, which in turn creates a subsequent electric wave [ 3 ] , similar to the action of an oscillating L-C circuit. However, in the far field, both the transverse electric wave and the electromagnetic wave peak at the same instant of time [equations (7) and (8)], whereas exactly the opposite occurs for an L-C circuit. 
Concluding Remarks
The plots of the radiation equations show that rotating or lateral motions of an electric field wave must bend with its tangential velocity. If the rotating waves didn't bend, then the transfer of information through space would be instantaneous. Topological analysis allows a visualization of electromagnetic waves in space that are not always obtainable by the methods of abstract mathematics. This can lead to a better comprehension of the process by which radiation occurs. In this case, the issue of the change in dimensionality of a radiating wave becomes clear. There are new systems that are being designed at the molecular level, which are potentially important in the future of science. Such designs may involve treating atoms as tiny electrical circuits. The radiating and non-radiating fields surrounding equations atoms and molecules will consequently be of concern.
